SLAM Technology™ - A Breakthrough in Drywall Corner Finishing

NO-COAT’s Structural Laminate (SLAM™) Corner System actually becomes part of the structure. SLAM Technology integrates three key components that deliver superior strength and durability, faster installation and dramatic bottom line savings.

More and more, architects, builders, contractors and drywall installers are choosing the NO-COAT Structural Laminate Drywall Corner System for precise, easy-to-install corners and guaranteed performance. Whether you are finishing off-angles, arches, inside or outside corners, NO-COAT is the most advanced, reliable corner system available. Discover why NO-COAT structural laminate corners are fast becoming the industry’s drywall trim of choice.

SLAM Technology integrates three key components that deliver superior strength and durability, faster installation and dramatic bottom line savings.

- **FORMULATED SURFACE PAPER** eliminates cracks, chips and peels, resists abrasion, and accepts any finish.
- **JOINT TAPE** permanently bonds corner to drywall with All-Purpose mud.
- **TAPERED HIGH STRENGTH CO-POLYMER CORE** withstands severe impacts.
THE NO-COAT® STRUCTURAL DRYWALL CORNER SYSTEM

The NO-COAT Structural Laminate (SLAM™) design is a revolutionary drywall corner system that delivers superior strength and durability and eliminates costly callbacks. Whether finishing off-angles, archways, inside or outside corners, NO-COAT offers a complete corner system that guarantees perfect results – every time.

**Product Specifications and Submittals** located online at www.no-coat.com or call 1-888-662-6281.

**THE NO-COAT STRUCTURAL DRYWALL CORNER SYSTEM**

**ROLLS**
(ULTRAFLEX™, ZOOMA-FLEX™).
Ideal for off-angles, both short and long runs. Wide flange covers large gaps and poor framing. Flexible hinge fits any inside or outside corner angle and creates crisp, straight lines. Won’t crack or peel.

**PRE-CUT STICK LENGTHS**
(ULTRATRIM™, ULTRA ARCH™)
Withstand severe impacts, settling and seismic movements without cracking, denting, chipping or peeling. Pre-cut, easy to install lengths deliver perfect corners in record time.

**TOOLS AND ACCESSORIES**
(ULTRATOOL™)
NO-COAT rollers and applicators allow for high speed installations and flawless results.

**THE NO-COAT STRUCTURAL DRYWALL CORNER SYSTEM**

**ULTRAFLEX**
ULTRAFLEX 325 – 3.25” wide x 100’ roll
ULTRAFLEX 450 – 4.5” wide x 100’ roll
ZOOMA-FLEX – 2.125” wide x 100’ roll
ZOOMA-FLEX – 2.125” wide x 200’ roll

**ULTRATRIM**
INSIDE 90 - 8’, 9’, 10’, 12’
OUTSIDE 90 - 8’, 9’, 10’, 12’
BULLNOSE 3/4” - 8’, 9’, 10’, 12’
BULLNOSE 3/8” - 8’, 9’, 10’, 12’
BULLNOSE 135° - 10’
WIDE OUTSIDE 90 - 8’, 9’, 10’, 12’
L TRIM 1/2” – 10’
L TRIM 5/8” – 10’

**ULTRA ARCH**
OUTSIDE 90 - 10’
BULLNOSE 3/4” - 10’
BULLNOSE 3/8” - 10’

**ULTRATOOLS**
ULTRA 90 & BULLNOSE ROLLER
INSIDE 90 ROLLER
SOLID 90 ROLLER
ONE SIDED ROLLER
NO-COAT DOUBLE BARREL HOPPER

**ACCESSORIES**
3/4” Transition Cap
3/8” 3-way Corner Cap
3/4” 3-way Corner Cap
3/8” 2-way Corner Cap
3/4” 2-way Corner Cap
90˚ 3-Way Corner Cap

For more information regarding our warranty, installation, and the complete NO-COAT corner system (including tools and accessories), contact us at 1-888-662-6281 or visit www.no-coat.com.
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Automated Drywall Corner Trim System

The new AUTOSLAM™ machine automates drywall corner trim installation by using a single 500' roll to produce outside/inside corners and off-angles of any length. AUTOSLAM™ allows contractors to input large sets of corner trim lengths and profiles at one time, making it ideal for multi-unit buildings and large commercial projects. The machine automatically applies joint compound, and cuts corners within seconds. Run time averages up to 150 linear feet per minute.

“It took an hour or two to get it down pat, but after that, it’s a walk in the park. As long as you know how to read a tape measure, that’s the only thing you need to do. Read a tape measure, and make sure the corners are square.” Troy Metal Concepts, Michigan
AUTOSLAM™
Automated Drywall Corner Trim Technology
Converts Autoflex™ roll product to outside/inside corners and off-angles automatically.
At the touch of a button
one machine will produce all your corners, any angle, any length.
Within minutes
it will store your custom, precise corner measurements, apply your specified amount of joint compound, and automatically produce corners at speeds up to 150 feet per minute.
In seconds
it will fill your boxing and taping tools with joint compound.

The AUTOSLAM™ machine converts Autoflex™ roll product to off-angles, outside, and inside corner trim automatically at up to 150 feet per minute.

Autoflex™
• Replaces pre-cut stick lengths and roll products with one simple 500 foot roll
• Produces inside/outside and off-angle corners with AUTOSLAM™ technology
• Corner design offers durability and easy finishing

Autoflex™ is designed specifically for use with the AUTOSLAM™ automated drywall corner trim machine. Not recommended for individual application.
Introducing the NEW NO-COAT® ULTRA ARCH

The industry’s ONLY tape-on arch.
- No spray glues
- No staples
- Self-forming, ridgeless design

Install perfect archways in minutes without the hassle of glues, staples and extra coats of mud. ULTRA ARCH completes the NO-COAT Structural Laminate Drywall Corner System with three new profiles:

- 3/8” Bullnose
- 3/4” Bullnose
- Outside/Inside 90

The only self-forming ridgeless design available - provides perfect, smooth arches everytime!

Formulated surface paper accepts any texture or paint for a superior aesthetic finish.

Joint paper permanently bonds corner to drywall with All-Purpose mud.

Stiff profile fine-tunes poor framing and creates a perfectly smooth, round curve.

Durable tapered co-polymer core ensures seamless, crack-free arches.
Made with NO-COAT’s SLAM Technology™
ULTRA ARCH’s notched flanges flex and conform to any arch. Tape-on design allows for easy, fast installation and creates a perfect, self-forming radius.
- Stiff profile fine-tunes poor framing and creates perfectly smooth, round curve
- Durable tapered co-polymer core ensures seamless, crack-free arches
- Joint paper permanently bonds corner to drywall with All-Purpose mud
- Formulated surface paper accepts any texture or paint for a superior aesthetic finish

THE NEW! ULTRA ARCH™ SERIES
ULTRA ARCH is available in the following industry standard profiles and lengths: (Custom lengths available)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profile</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Package</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3/8” BULLNOSE</td>
<td>10’</td>
<td>10 per Box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/4” BULLNOSE</td>
<td>10’</td>
<td>10 per Box</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTSIDE/INSIDE 90</td>
<td>10’</td>
<td>10 per Box</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tape-on design allows for easy, fast installation and provides a perfect, self-forming radius.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
1. When removing ULTRA ARCH from the box, hold product at the center so that it does not kink.

2. When finishing a bullnose archway, make certain that drywall is flush with the framing, leaving a birdsmouth.

3. Using a 4-6” taping knife, apply a liberal amount of All-Purpose joint compound to the archway. Center ULTRA ARCH on the archway and press into place. With same knife, set arch flanges by skimming archway radius.

4. Use a NO-COAT ULTRATOOL™ Bullnose or Outside 90 Roller to squeeze out remaining excess mud, and let dry.

5. Skim over the archway with joint compound once more with a 4-6” finishing knife. Let dry. Sand and finish.

Use our easy NO-COAT transition caps to complete the corner.

Installation tip: Use ULTRA ARCH Outside 90 for Inside 90 applications. Because of its built-in flexible hinge, it is easy to reverse the angle. Fold along the spine being careful not to crease the paper flanges.

Installation tip: Cut a piece of NO-COAT ULTRATRIM™ Bullnose material and use it as a trowel when applying the second coat of All-Purpose joint compound for more consistent coverage of perforated flanges.

THE NO-COAT® STRUCTURAL DRYWALL CORNER SYSTEM
The NO-COAT Structural Laminate (SLAM™) design is a revolutionary drywall corner system that delivers superior strength and durability, saves mud and labor, and eliminates costly callbacks. The total system includes rolls, pre-cut stick lengths, arch sticks, tools and accessories for easy installation and flawless results.

Product Specifications and Submittals located online at www.no-coat.com or call 1-888-662-6281.

The NO-COAT® Warranty
NO-COAT offers an unparalleled lifetime warranty against defects in materials and workmanship.

For more information regarding our warranty, installation, and the complete NO-COAT corner system (including tools and accessories), contact us at 1-888-662-6281 or visit www.no-coat.com.
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